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Disclaimer.
NO  INVESTMENT,  FINANCIAL,  OR  LEGAL  ADVICE:  The  contents and information 
contained in this document  are informational  purposes  only,  and should  not  be construed  as  
legal,  tax,  investment,  financial,  or  other advice.  Nothing  contained  in  this  document  
constitutes  a  solicitation, recommendation,  endorsement,  or  offer to  buy  or  sell  any  
securities  or  other financial  instruments  in any  jurisdiction.  SEDA  is  the  native  utility  
token  of  SEDA  Protocol.  The purchase  of  SEDA  or  FLX  does  not  constitute  an  investment  
contract.



CONFIDENTIALITY.  The  materials  in  this  document  are  confidential, may contain privileged 
information and are for 

the  exclusive  use  of  the  intended  recipient.  Dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If  you  are  not  the  intended  recipient,  retention,  
dissemination, 

distribution,  copying  or  otherwise  making  use  of  this  message  is  strictly 

prohibited. 
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Introduction.
The universe evolves in perpetuating data creation and interpretation cycles, resulting in data 
output directly serving as input for future actions. The more input there is, the more output 
generated.



Blockchain environments are inherently unable to source data outside of their execution 
environment. This narrows the number of inputs available in return, thus limiting the output a 
blockchain can bring to its users. Or simply put: A blockchain's use is heavily limited by its inability 
to query data outside of the network itself.



Systems that allow blockchains to access specific data outside their networks are known as 
"oracles." Unfortunately, the status quo of oracles is that they are plagued with unsustainable 
economics, centralized chokepoints, limited bandwidth, and limited accessibility. Smart contracts 
that rely on the data provided by such oracles automatically forego the many unique benefits 
gained from building on a decentralized network. A decentralized network is only as strong as the 
weakest link. To date, oracles have been the weak link for many decentralized networks and 
protocols. They are a constant point of centralization and often result in opaque, custodial 
products that market themselves as decentralized and non-custodial.



Oracles have thus far failed to create a sustainable layer for data transmission that achieves the 
vision of a permissionless technology stack. A standardized data layer for data querying, 
transmission, and cross-chain communication must scale and match the security expected from 
trustless blockchain networks today.





2.

This standard is SEDA, the trustless data layer. 
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The trustless 

data layer.

SEDA goes beyond what an oracle is understood to be by today's definition. SEDA is a multichain 
native data transmission protocol built on a decentralized foundation. It has security guarantees 
consistent with the blockchains it interacts with facilitated by time-tested cryptography, strong 
backstops, and a high degree of configurability and computability. SEDA is a Fat Blockchain 
Protocol that leverages proven economic mechanisms in a novel way, ensuring the ability to fairly 
price the data it provides to protocols.



SEDA is designed to be completely permissionless. Any entity will be able to validate, relay, and 
request data. The network will be queryable from any network, with shared security.



Protocols that implement SEDA will be able to request both public and private data. Private data 
providers are incentivized to participate in the network by earning a percentage of both newly 
created tokens and fees paid to the network based on usage.



When issuing a data request, protocols can specify a set of Opcodes that will instruct the SEDA 
network on what sort of computation to perform on the fetched dataset.. As a result, protocols 
using the SEDA network can perform complex computations off-chain. This makes it possible to 
perform more extensive computation than what would otherwise be possible within the 
protocols' smart contract environments, while also reducing gas fees by outsourcing the 
computation to an off-chain network.



3.
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Features

Fast and Scalable





The speed of a network is best defined by its Time To Finality (TTF). Within the context of an 
oracle network, finality is best described as the point within a data request’s lifecycle when the 
outcome of the request can no longer be reverted or altered. The TTF for an oracle network is the 
delta between the time of data request issuance and the network's definite response.




Fast finality is a desirable and often required feature for many oracle use cases. Without it, 
transactions might fail or may incorrectly execute due to stale, outdated data. The latter can 
undermine a protocol's security assumptions and result in a potential loss of funds.



Scalability and performance rely on workload distribution. Data requests are off-chain and 
parallelly executed to minimize the required on-chain business logic without compromising 
protocol security.



For networks like SEDA, the TTF will differentiate based on specific aspects, such as data source 
response time, block time, and congestion of the network where the request originated.



4.

TTF = NRT - DRT
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Features

5.

SEDA secures data by relying on heavily battle-tested algorithms. SEDA's security is based on a 
Proof-of-Stake (POS) consensus algorithm and widely crypto-analyzed algorithms.



Data trustlessness is paramount for SEDA. Every step of data request retrieval is cautiously taken 
into account to be secured by cryptographic primitives and economic guarantees.



However, some of POS's trust assumptions don't hold up for oracle networks like SEDA. This is 
because the economic paradigm of SEDA differs from that of a POS blockchain. SEDA is designed 
to secure value on many different networks. If an attacker were able to control a majority of the 
network, even for a single request, funds on the destination chain(s) for that request would be at 
risk. Proof of Stake blockchain networks can fork- off, or roll back the chain to a pre-attack state 
resulting in the attacker's Profit of Attack being lower than their Cost of Attack. The chances of a 
network that hosts a protocol using SEDA rolling back because of an attack on the SEDA network 
is negligible and should in no way be taken into consideration when designing SEDA network 
security.




To make up for the differences in PoS security assumptions, SEDA employs a network of anchors. 
When issuing a data request, the issuer has the option to select an array of anchors, or 
centralized entities running anchor nodes, to perform the data request in parallel to the SEDA 
network. The outcome provided by an array of anchors will act as a backstop to the SEDA 
network's outcome. The outcome provided by the anchors should not be acted upon or 
consumed by the protocol, but the issuer is expected to set a deviation threshold based on the 
type of data queried, that, if crossed, should result in a sensible action for the issuer's use case 
e.g.: SEDA network's outcome being ignored and the data request being reissued. Running an 
anchor is permissionless; projects with large amounts of value at stake should query multiple 
anchors and potentially run their own.



While the anchors form the most significant point of centralization within the network, the only 
attack vector is anchors stalling data-requests for protocols requiring their services. Protocols can 
circumvent this by checking for anchor liveness and rotating between a fixed set of anchors in 
case of an anchor stalling.



Anchor Network




Proof-of-Stake for Data Provision
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Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

6.

Any entity with majority control over an oracle network can 
manipulate data and cause protocols and users to lose their 
assets.



Everyone can request & validate with SEDA.

SEDA is a fully permissionless protocol for all of its stakeholders. Any SEDA token holder with 
enough stake can join the network and start running a validator, anchor or participate in other 
roles within the network. There is no limit on the number of validators that secure the network.



In most cases today, oracles act as permission-based gatekeepers; SEDA abolishes this opaque 
centralization. SEDA's request module is permissionless, allowing any protocol to query the 
network for data requests.



Multi-chain native

In a multichain reality, it is vital to implement a standardized data transmission protocol between 
networks. The transmission protocol should have shared security assumptions and be queryable 
from any network. Many smart contract protocols are unable to support multiple chains as they 
rely upon infrastructure on the chain they originally deployed to. This infrastructure may be 
unavailable on other networks that the protocol is looking to support, and implementing other 
infrastructure increases technical overhead and third party risk.



Capital will continue flowing into the crypto ecosystem through well-established networks and 
will continue to trickle into design-specific networks with unique configuration trade-offs. The 
future is multichain and SEDA allows any chain to access its network while guaranteeing shared 
security regardless of which network the request originated from.



Decentralized / Permissionless
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Onboarding onto SEDA will become progressively permissionless. SEDA will start off having a 
fixed set of supported networks. This registry will be DAO-controlled. This process will serve as a 
temporary safeguard to discourage low-value network integrations that increase monitoring 
overhead. In the future, the network will not require DAO network registration. Networks 
wishing to join will only require an entity willing to bridge messages between networks, and the 
deployment of a smart contract able to parse and verify SEDA proofs.



Highly programmable

One size fits all does not apply when it comes to data provision and quality. With SEDA. user-
deployed programs can fetch and aggregate data from any collection of sources in any way their 
product requires.



Data requests can be configured to do almost anything with the fetched data: transform, weigh, 
filter, aggregate, and much more. These programs don't require any special permissions to deploy. 
The programs are executed by SEDA's WebAssembly (WASM), a binary instruction format for a 
stack-based virtual machine. WASM VM provides developers the flexibility to pick any 
programming language that compiles to WASM to write these programs. The deployed program 
will be run by multiple Data Request Executors within the SEDA network to reach consensus 
before being reported back to the request issuer on the origin chain.









Decentralized / Permissionless
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Forkless Upgrades

8.

Upgrading a decentralized system is challenging and requires active participation from all 
involved parties. SEDA allows for coordinated, forkless consensus upgrades to keep the network 
updated. Upgrades are decided upon by the DAO and are applied in real-time via a governance 
upgrade vote.


Decentralized Governance

SEDA is a fully permissionless protocol for each of its stakeholders. Any SEDA token holder with 
enough stake can join the network and start running a validator, anchor node, or participate in 
other roles within the network. There is no limit on the number of validators that secure the 
network.



In most cases today, oracles act as permission-based gatekeepers; SEDA abolishes this opaque 
centralization. SEDA's request module is permissionless, allowing any protocol to query the 
network for data requests.



Putting a value on the data oracles supply to blockchain networks is challenging. The fairest way 
to price oracle data is to charge the entities extracting value from opportunities the oracle's data 
creates. Historically; each oracle update that results in any meaningful opportunity for value 
extraction brings on a gas war, which has several, negative, consequences. A large amount of 
transactions competing over the same on- chain opportunity results in most of the transactions 
failing. These failing, redundant transactions congest valuable blockspace and drive up gas prices. 
The increased gas prices translate into higher fees paid out to the miners/validators and users 
experiencing reduced network efficiency.







Tethered Transactions

Decentralized / Permissionless
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When SEDA provides a batch of outcomes to a specific network, MEV searchers have the 
ability to bid on the right to tether a transaction to the requested batch. These tethered 
transactions are guaranteed to be the first transaction to execute on the new network state 
and therefore guarantee the issuer of the transaction is the first to capitalize on the 
opportunities created by the data supplied in that batch.



Auctioning off the tethered transactions results in the value that in previous models would be 
captured by miners/validators on the destination chain post oracle update gas war to now be 
captured by SEDA, creating a new revenue stream which scales with the value of the 
opportunities created by the network. In turn protocols that use SEDA become more efficient 
by having their economic mechanisms triggered within the same block as the oracle update. 
The blockchain networks that host protocols using SEDA will experience an increase in 
efficiency due to a decrease in blocks congested with failed transactions post oracle update.






Decentralized / Permissionless
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Architecture

SEDA Protocol natively supports multiple 
blockchains with the main purpose of providing 
reliable, tamper-proof data to smart contracts. The 
connected blockchains, known as subchains, query 
the SEDA network which guarantees shared 
security across any network.



After subchain transactions are forwarded to the 
main chain via the bridging network, validators are 
randomly selected to retrieve and verify the data.

10.
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Main Components

11.

Subchain



Your access to any chain.



A blockchain network becomes a subchain in the SEDA 
network as soon as the SEDA contract is deployed to it. This 
contract allows for full subchain interoperability by parsing 
proofs generated by the SEDA main chain. Any protocol or 
smart contract can seamlessly interact with the SEDA protocol 
and all of its resources without any need to interact with the 
main chain. Data responses will be forwarded back to the 
subchain where they were created.


Main chain 



The heart of SEDA



The main chain is responsible for the network's security, 
consensus, and generating the proofs for supporting 
interoperability with subchains. The main chain is composed 
of a contract deployed on a high-scalable L1 blockchain and a 
P2P overlay network that is used to reach a consensus on the 
correct outcome of a data request. It acts as an anchor and a 
single point of truth for the main chain and data request 
validators.
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Roles

12.

Bridges



Bridges forward messages between the main chain and 
subchains. Sub-to-main chain messages will contain newly 
created data requests and be secured by the bridge nodes 
staking on the existence of such data requests. This is to 
ensure that even if the bridge node spoofs a data request, the 
network gets paid for performing the data request consensus 
from the node's slashed stake. Main-to-subchain messages 
will relay the main chain state and data request results. Due 
to the cryptographic proof supplied with this message, there's 
no way for the bridge nodes to corrupt or alter the data 
provided to the subchain.




Validators



Validators secure the main chain by staking SEDA tokens, 
participating in the block consensus, and generating 
cryptographic proofs for the multi-chain support.



128 random validators are selected every epoch to sign data 
request batches using a multi-signature with public key 
aggregation. Batches are deterministically created so that 
validators don't have to perform any ordering service, only 
attestation.
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Roles

13.

Fishermen



Fishermen monitor the network and report malicious 
behavior from validators and bridges. Anyone can perform 
the fisherman role. For example, they help protect the system 
against main chain validators double signing and bridge nodes 
from relaying non-existent data requests.



Data Resolvers



A set of data resolvers is randomly and anonymously selected 
to retrieve information from one or more sources. Their 
outcomes are transformed, aggregated, and reduced into a 
single data output which can be later consumed by any 
subchain smart contract.



Random secret selection will rely on cryptographic primitives 
such as Verifiable Random Functions (VRFs). Additionally, 
resolvers will follow a commitment scheme to deter malicious 
behaviors that may affect data request quality (e.g., 
coordinated attacks, free-riding. etc.).
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The SEDA Token

The SEDA token serves three distinct 
purposes: governance, participation, and 
utilization of the network. Flux Token 
($FLX) holders will be able to exchange 
their $FLX token for $SEDA tokens 1:1. 
SEDA will launch with a fully diluted initial 
token supply of 1 billion tokens.

Utilize (Build)



In order to query the SEDA network and 
utilize the data it supplies, protocols that 
issue data requests are required to burn 
a designated amount of SEDA tokens. 
The number of tokens burned scales with 
the complexity of the issued data 
request.

Secure (Stake)



Token holders can stake their tokens by running their own validator node or delegating 
their tokens to a professional node operator. Within the network; economic incentives 
encourage token holders contributing to the protocol to behave honestly. Honest actors 
are rewarded while malicious actors may lose part of their stake in the network. Network 
participants include Validators, Bridges, Data Request Executors (DRES), and Fishermen. 
Incentives can take the form of fee payments, token staking, or token distribution through 
token creation.

Govern (Vote)



Token holders have control over the 
SEDA protocol. They can post and vote 
on proposals for protocol changes, such 
as consensus updates or protocol 
parameter changes (token creation, 
protocol fees, etc.).


14.
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Jonathan Pavlik


Engineering
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Backers of SEDA

16

SEDA is supported by leading investors across the traditional and crypto landscape.
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https://seda.xyz

17.

Stay informed on all things SEDA

the trustless data layer!


